ABOUT TOWNHALL
The Ringling College Library Association’s TOWN HALL Lecture Series is one of the largest nonprofit speaker series in the country, presenting five speakers per
season in Sarasota’s Van Wezel Performing Arts Hall – a historic landmark in itself, nestled on Sarasota Bay. TOWN HALL, features nationally and internationally
known speakers who are the foremost authorities in their fields and promotes a broader understanding of world and international affairs, current events, arts and
culture, business and economy, science and technology, faith and values. Each season provides a mix of programs designed to educate and stimulate patrons.

Over 200 distinguished individuals have participated in TOWN HALL since its inception in 1981, from former US presidents to foreign heads of state to leaders from
the arts, sciences and business. Speakers come to TOWN HALL to address the Sarasota community and foster civil discourse about the important issues of the day.
Forum subscribers -more than 3500 who attend each program are very passionate about the series, and the subscription renewal rate routinely exceeds 80 %.
BECOME A SPONSOR
The Ringling College Library Association’s TOWN HALL Lecture series is a unique and valuable asset to the Sarasota area, not only for our residents, but for local
business and corporations who call this area home and rely on an educated and engaged talent base. Like our other cultural assets, TOWN HALL enhances the
reputation of the region on a national level by providing a quality public forum that simply is not available in most markets of a much greater size and breadth.
Each year TOWN HALL depends on support of our sponsors to make this series possible.
Without this support, ticket prices would increase making the series out of reach for many subscribers. Your support is essential and generates a high level of
awareness and goodwill for your organization among TOWN HALL’s devoted and affluent patrons.

Our sponsors enjoy an active role in an organization that brings influencers from the world stage to our stage in Sarasota. Through this partnership, we value our
long-standing reputation of bringing speakers to the stage who stimulate conversation, expand perspectives and enlighten our community through kinetic
discourse.

EXCLUSIVE PRESENTING SPONSOR - $14,000
While all of the TOWN HALL Sponsors receive special recognition throughout the season, one Lead Patron receives top billing in the theatre at one of the
presentations. As a Presenting Sponsor, your organization will receive the following benefits at your sponsored presentation
In person introduction of the speaker from the podium or via video (morning or evening)
Valuable exposure to TOWN HALL audience via a professionally produced video with full graphics showcasing the sponsors business or organization. Video to be
available to sponsor post presentations for their promotional purposes and on the RCLA website.
Series long recognition at all lectures and RCLA events, RCLA website and newsletter and on continuous loop from stage prior to lectures.
Listing and outbound link to your website for one year on the RCLA website.
Full-page promotion in annual program, mailed to the home of all Patrons prior to the beginning of the series.
Four (4) invitations to all Speaker Receptions | Four (4) invitations to Platinum Appreciation Event | Four (4) PLATINUM level subscriptions to series (5) lectures,
morning or evening.
PATRON SPONSOR - $6,000
As a Patron Sponsor, your organization will receive the following benefits at your sponsored presentation.
Valuable exposure to TOWN HALL audience via a professionally produced video with full graphics showcasing the sponsors business or organization. Video to be
available to sponsor post presentations for their promotional purposes. Video will also be available on RCLA website.
Series long recognition on RCLA website and newsletters and on continuous loop from stage prior to lectures.
Listing and outbound link to your website for one year on the RCLA website.
Half-page promotion in annual program, mailed to the home of all Patrons prior to the beginning of the series
Two (2) invitations to all Speaker Receptions | Two (2) invitations to Platinum Appreciation Event | Two (2) GOLD level subscriptions to series (5) lectures
SUPPORTER - $4,000
As a supporter of the series, you or your organization will receive a half-page promotion in the annual program (your creative provided or standardized recognition)
mailed to the home of all Patrons prior to the beginning of the series. Two (2) invitations to Platinum Appreciation Event | Two (2) GOLD level subscriptions to
series (5) lectures

